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Brno Underground

TIC BRNO: Labyrinth Under
the Vegetable Market
(Labyrint pod Zelným trhem)
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TIC BRNO: Mint Master’s Cellar
(Mincmistrovský sklep)
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TIC BRNO: Ossuary
at St. James’ Church
(Kostnice u sv. Jakuba)
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Brno Underground

TIC BRNO: Bunker Denis
(Kryt Denis)
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TIC BRNO: Water Tanks
in Žlutý Kopec
(Vodojemy na Žlutém kopci)

7

10-Z Bunker (Kryt-10 Z)
TIC BRNO: EXIT GAME:
Treasure In the Labyrinth
(Poklad v labyrintu)
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Only a few places in the Czech Republic
can boast such an exceptional phenomenon as this extensive labyrinth of
underground corridors, tunnels, crypts,
and cellars.

Or that the corridors, including the
emergency exits, in the 10-Z Bunker are
nearly 600 metres long?
Come with us and explore history through
five sites in the Brno Underground!

Did you know that the remains of more
than 50,000 bodies were found in the All information at:
www.brnenske-podzemi.cz
ossuary under St. James’ Church?
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Temple of Stone:
Water Tanks at Špilberk
(Chrám kamene: vodojemy
na Špilberku)
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Underground
at a discount?
UNDERGROUND TWICE IN ONE DAY

BRNOPAS

10% DISCOUNT

Want to experience as much as
possible in Brno? BRNOPAS offers
reduced admission to many
locations all over Brno.

Choose two sites in the TIC BRNO
Underground and save money on
admission.

tic.je/BRNOPAS
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PELLICOVA
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ŽLUTÝ KOPEC
VAŇKOVO
NÁMĚSTÍ

REDUCED ADMISSION TO THREE
TIC BRNO UNDERGROUND SITES
Do you want to see all three
TIC BRNO Underground sites in one
day? We have special offers for
individuals, families and groups.
Current prices at www.ticbrno.cz
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LABYRINTH UNDER THE
VEGETABLE MARKET

MINT
MASTER’S CELLAR

OSSUARY AT
ST. JAMES’ CHURCH

DENIS BUNKER

Unique and secret recesses of medieval corridors and cellars underneath
one of the oldest squares in Brno.
This walk through history will show
you how the cellars were used when
they were created and introduce you
to important figures in Brno’s history.
The tour involves conquering 212 stairs.

This exhibition presents the history
of minting in Brno against the backdrop of historical events. In addition
to coins and other evidence of coinage, exhibits include facsimiles of
rare documents, fragments of the destroyed Royal Chapel, and a functional
replica of a medieval minting press.

The second-largest ossuary in Europe. It
was probably established in the 17th century as a set of three burial chambers. This
complex contains more than 50,000 human
remains from the Thirty Years’ War and
the Swedish Siege as well as victims of
cholera and plague epidemics.

An extensive section of the underground located in the lower part of the
square is designated for social use. It
can be rented for cultural, culinary, and
other events.

It is possible to rent the foyer, lecture
halls, media room, and cellars for company presentations, commercial exhibitions, training sessions, and more.

900 metres of vaulted passages, cut into
the rock below Petrov Hill. A system of
passages, intersecting at right angles.
In the event of a nuclear attack, it would
have been possible to survive inside the
shelter for up to 4 days. In terms of water,
electricity and a breathable air mixture,
the shelter was self-sufficient. Cramped
spaces could have provided refuge for up
to 3000 inhabitants. Today, its long and
empty corridors serve only as a depository
for masonry fragments of King’s Chapel
(Královská kaple), which once stood on
the corner of Veselá Street and Dominican
Square (Dominikánské nám.).

WED—MON
TUE—SUN

9AM—6PM
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9.30AM—6PM

Zelný trh 21

Dominikánské náměstí 1
(entrance on Panenská Street)

+420 542 212 892
labyrint@ticbrno.cz

TUE—SUN

9.30AM—6PM

Jakubské náměstí

Corner of Husova / Nádražní
(entrance on Husova Street)

+420 513 035 040

+420 515 919 793

www.brnenske-podzemi.cz

mincmistr@ticbrno.cz

kostnice@ticbrno.cz

www.gotobrno.cz
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WATER TANKS IN
ŽLUTÝ KOPEC
The grass-grown area on Yellow Hill (Žlutý
kopec) covers historical water tanks. For
centuries, the city utilized water from
the Svratka river; despite extension of
the water supply in 1853, the quantity
and quality of the supplied water were
no longer sufficient. Therefore, in 1863,
a competition was announced for construction of a new water supply. Construction of the water treatment plant
on Yellow Hill started in 1869 and was
completed in 1872. These underground
halls give the impression of another world
of civilizations lost long ago. The City of
Brno and TIC BRNO make the first of the
water tanks accessible to the public and
for film-shooting purposes.
Tvrdého

TEMPLE OF STONE:
WATER TANKS
AT ŠPILBERK
Špilberk castle invites you to the first water tanks in Brno made accessible to the
public. Both tanks from 1870–71 and 1900
were created as reservoirs of water for the
city; since the 1920s, they have been dilapidating. After the renovation, the Brno
City Museum has located a lapidary collection here – in this impressive space,
therefore, you can see ancient sculptures.
IV—IX: MON—SUN X—III: TUE—SUN
Conducted tours:
9.15AM, 11AM, 1PM, 3PM
(larger groups by request)
Špilberk 1
+420 542 123 614
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10-Z BUNKER

EXIT GAME: TREASURE
IN THE LABYRINTH

10-Z is the code name for supposedly the
most secret bunker in Brno from the time
of Communismmeant for municipal and
regional representatives. It was originally
built during the Nazi occupation as a civil
defense (Luftschutz) shelter to protect
from American and Soviet bombardment
of Brno. This important technical monument has its own water supply, electricity
generator, and telephone switchboard.
You will receive a map at the entrance
and can set out on your own to explore
the winding tunnels.

In addition to fun and suspense, the escape game Treasure in the Labyrinth under the Vegetable Market offers a unique
opportunity to enter places most visitors
on guided tours do not get to see. To
successfully finish the game, you have
to complete all tasks within 90 minutes.
Successful puzzle solvers are rewarded
with a golden treasure in a chest. The
game is suitable for two to five players.
Buy tickets at www.ticbrno.cz/exitgame or
in the ticket office in the Labyrinth under
the Vegetable Market.

TUE—SUN

11.30AM—6.15PM

TUE—SUN

Husova, opposite No. 12

Zelný trh 21

10AM—6PM

www.brnenske-podzemi.cz

kasematy@spilberk.cz

+420 542 210 622

+420 542 212 892

www.gotobrno.cz

www.spilberk.cz

www.10-z.cz

www.ticbrno.cz/exitgame
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TIC BRNO is a public-benefit
corporation and is financially
supported by the statutory
city of Brno.
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